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Pass8: Improved LAT Performance

!20

5 Decades in Energy (3 TeV)

• Improvements to the LAT instrument 
performance: 
– Increased energy range 
– Increased effective area  
– Improved angular resolution  
– Better background rejection 
– New event classes 
!

• Impacts for dark matter: 
– Energy Range <==> explore new 

high-mass parameter space 
– Effective Area <==> increased flux 

sensitivity 
– Angular Resolution <==> greater 

sensitivity to spatially extended 
sources 

– New Event Classes <==> check 
systematic effects in event selection

Preliminary

(Attwood et al. 2013)

• constant improvements 
to reconstruction 

• reactive science-driven 
observation strategy

• gamma rays let us use the 
universe as a lab, relating 
information about highly 
concentrated DM regions

Large Area Telescope
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Summary of LAT DM Search ResultsSummary of LAT DM Search Results

arXiv:1110.6863

arXiv:1310.0828
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arXiv:1310.0828

arXiv:1205.6474

arXiv:1002.4415

• no solid detections, but great progress with varied approaches!
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D A R K  M AT T E R  ONLY

• general strategy:  assume dark matter 
does not overproduce entire observation 

• pick regions with high signal-to-noise, 
don’t model anything 

• ask Stephan Zimmer for more on clusters!

5

Inner Galaxy WIMP Annihilation ConstraintsInner Galaxy WIMP Annihilation Constraints

Einasto ROI

NFWc ROI

Thermal Relic Thermal Relic 

• Chose best S/N regions of interest (ROIs) for various DM density profiles
– Optimal ROIs are smaller for cuspier DM profiles 
– Exclude bright, complex Galactic plane

• Require predicted DM γ-ray emission not to exceed observed in corresponding ROI
– Conservative limits

• Submitted for publication in JCAP (arXiv:1308.3515
Andrea Albert (SLAC)11/5/2013 24

Thermal Relic 
cross section

Thermal Relic 
cross section

arXiv:1308.3515 
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Figure 3: The vertically hatched band illustrates the span in the expected isotropic
extragalactic (EG) gamma-ray signal, defined by being the region enclosed by our MSII-
Sub1 and MSII-Sub2 cases. The horizontally hatched band is the flux that can be expected
from Galactic substructure. The filled grey band is the signal range that could be expected
from the main DM Galactic halo, at a latitude of 10�, which would by itself produce an
anisotropic signal. The data points show the measurement of the IGRB by the Fermi-
LAT [30]. The gamma-ray spectra are from DM particles with mass of 400 GeV, a total
annihilation cross section h�vi = 3⇥10�26 cm3 s�1 into bb̄ quarks, and a minimal subhalo
mass cut-o↵ at 10�6M�. See the text for more details.

The lower boarder is when the substructure signal strength instead is implemented con-
sistently with the average substructure enhancement used in the MSII-Sub1 calculation
of the extragalactic signal. Then the luminosity from all substructures inside r200 for a
Milky-Way-sized halos is merely B ⇠ 2 times the luminosity of the main DM halo. This
lower signal limit is also similar in amplitude to the finding in [71], where the Aquarius
simulation is used, but a subhalo concentration extrapolation with a double power law
approach is applied to soften the DM halo concentration for small subhalo masses. We
thus find that the di↵use DM signal from Galactic substructure could be insignificant, but
that, with the uncertainty bands in figure 3, Galactic substructures could also potentially
enhance the DM signal by at least an order of magnitude relative to the extragalactic
MSII-Sub1 signal. This range covers the result that [71] finds by self-consistently ex-
trapolating results from two specific high resolution simulated halos. All these scenarios
would obviously only increase the DM signal and would, if taken into account, only lead
to stronger DM constraints than we derive from the extragalactic signal in this work.
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Figure 4. Upper limits on the annihilation cross-section for a bb̄ final state (left panel)
and a µ+µ− final state (right panel) for the Coma and Fornax clusters including the
effect of substructure on the expected gamma-ray signal. The constraints are shown
for no substructure (solid lines), our conservative substructure setup which includes
only substructure of dwarf galaxy mass or larger (dashed lines), and our optimistic
setup which includes substructure down to Mcut = 10−6 M⊙ (dot-dashed lines). The
dark matter models are the same as in Fig. 3.

only the expected contribution from galactic scale substructure and gives a boost to the

expected gamma-ray flux of ∼ 4.6 for Fornax and ∼ 2.1 for Coma. In this setup, the

Fornax constraints exclude models fitting the Pamela e+e− data with masses above 1

TeV for a µ+µ− final state and begin to probe thermally produced WIMP models with

a relic density consistent with the observed universal matter density for a bb̄ final state.
In the more optimistic substructure setup (dot-dashed lines in Fig. 4), where we

include substructure down to roughly the expected substructure cutoff scale for WIMP

models, the predicted boosts to the cluster gamma-ray flux are even higher, ∼ 10 for

Fornax and ∼ 9 for Coma. In this case, the left panel indicates that winos lighter than

200 GeV are ruled out, as is a dark matter interpretation of the Pamela positron fraction

with a µ+µ− final state and a sub-TeV mass. In general, models with a µ+µ− final state
with cross sections greater than ∼ 10−23 cm3 s−1 and particle masses greater than ∼ 1

TeV are excluded which includes most of the parameter space fitting the Fermi-LAT

e+e− data.

Similar to our conclusions here, Ref. [3] predicts that for a particle mass of 1.6

TeV with a cross-section of 3 × 10−23 cm3 s−1 annihilating to a pure µ+µ− final state,

Fermi-LAT should detect local clusters if the cut-off scale for substructures is 104M⊙ or

less.

G
alaxy C

lusters

arXiv:1002.4415v1 

JCAP, doi:10.1088/1475-7516/2010/05/025 
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L I N E  S E A R C H

7

• means we don’t have to 
model competing processes 

• loop-suppressed, however, so 
requires a high j-factor region

N O T H I N G  E L S E  M A K E S  T H I S !
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Predicted Spectrum Signal Model Background Model

Effective Energy Dispersion 
Incorporates energy reconstruction quality (PE)

Effective Area Corrections

7

FIG. 2. Counts map for the line search dataset binned in 1� ⇥ 1� spatial bins in the R180 ROI. This is plotted in Galactic
coordinates using the Hammer-Aito↵ projection. The energy range is 2.6–541 GeV and the most-significant 2FGL sources have
been removed using an energy-dependent mask (see text). Also shown are the outlines of the other ROIs (R3, R16, R41, and
R90) used in this search.

best energy estimate on an event-by-event basis. The corresponding estimate is the energy assigned. We note that
above a few GeV the SP method is typically more accurate than the PC method (the former being selected by the
CT analysis for ⇠ 80% of the events above 10 GeV).

The energy assignment algorithm also performs a CT analysis to estimate the probability that the energy esti-
mate is within the nominal 68% containment band for events of that energy and incidence angle (PE, available as
CTBBestEnergyProb in the extended event files available at the Fermi Science Support Center3).

To model the signal from a �-ray line, we used a parametrization of the e↵ective energy dispersion of the instrument,
i.e., the probability density De↵(E0;E,~s) to measure an energy E0 for a � ray of (true) energy E and other event
parameters, ~s. The fraction of the electromagnetic shower contained in the CAL can vary significantly event to
event. In general, the energy dispersion depends on ✓ and the �-ray conversion point in the instrument, among
other quantities. Furthermore, the ✓-distribution of the observing time varies across the sky, causing corresponding
changes in the e↵ective energy dispersion. These considerations are discussed in more detail in App. C, in particular
in Sec. C 5.

When fitting essentially monochromatic lines (i.e., the intrinsic spectrum is much narrower that the instrumental
resolution), for a given line energy, E� , we expect the distribution of observed energies for a line signal, Csig(E0), to
follow the e↵ective energy dispersion, De↵ ; so that

Csig(E
0|E� ,~s) = nsig

Z
De↵(E

0;E,~s)�(E� � E)dE = nsigDe↵(E
0;E� ,~s), (6)

where nsig is the number of observed signal events, which we treat as a free parameter in the fitting (see Sec. V)4.
Following the approach used in previous line searches published by the LAT Collaboration, we use a sum of Gaussians

to parametrize the energy dispersion at any given energy, averaging over the LAT FOV and combining front- and
back-converting events [14]. One notable improvement relative to our previous studies is that the parametrization
De↵(E0;E,PE) used in this work includes the energy reconstruction quality estimator, PE. Specifically, we modeled
the energy dispersion in 10 PE bins of 0.2 from 0.1 to 0.5, bins of 0.1 from 0.5 to 0.7, and bins of 0.05 from 0.7 to 1.
The P7REP CLEAN event class only includes events with PE > 0.1.

The energy dispersion in each PE bin was modeled with a triple Gaussian function

3Available at http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/access/, and described at http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/

ssc/data/analysis/documentation/Cicerone/Cicerone_Data/LAT_Data_Columns.html#ExtendedFile
4This assumption breaks down when the intrinsic width of the �-ray emission becomes a sizable fraction of the LAT
energy resolution. In practical terms, this applies for final states with unstable particles such as Z�, in particular for
�-ray energies at the low end of our search range. We discuss the implications of this in Sec. D 3.

No astronomical 
background, but plenty of 

systematics.

G A L A C T I C  C E N T E R

Alex Drlica-Wagner   |   Fermi DM Overview

Spectral Lines

13

• The Galactic center seems like an 
obvious place to search
– Deep gravitational potential
– Relatively nearby

• Extremely complicated region
– Diffuse emission from cosmic-ray 

interactions with Galactic gas and dust
– Densely populated by astrophysical 

sources (e.g., pulsars, SNR)
• Degeneracy may be broken by a sharp 

spectral feature (i.e., a line) 

JCAP08(2012)007

Figure 4. Upper sub-panels: the measured events with statistical errors are plotted in black. The
horizontal bars show the best-fit models with (red) and without DM (green), the blue dotted line
indicates the corresponding line flux component alone. In the lower sub-panel we show residuals
after subtracting the model with line contribution. Note that we rebinned the data to fewer bins
after performing the fits in order to produce the plots and calculate the p-value and the reduced
χ2
r ≡ χ2/dof. The counts are listed in tables 1, 2 and 3.

– 10 –

Talks by E. Charles & 
D. Whiteson on Thurs.

Weniger, arXiv:1209.4562
Ackermann et al., arXiv:1205.2739
Su et al. arXiv:1206.1616

Weniger 2012
arXiv:1305.5597
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FIG. 7. Local fit significance vs. line energy in all 5 ROIs. Note that nsig was required to be non-negative. The dashed line at
the top of the plot indicates the local significance corresponding to the 2� global significance derived with the method described
in Sec. VB.
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1000 single-power-law (no DM) MC simulations. The dashed lines show the median expected limits from those simulations.

related to the lifetime (⌧�⌫) lower limits via Eq. (B6) with dN�

dE (E�) = �(E� � E0) and m� = 2E� , which are shown
in Fig. 10.

We present the flux upper limits in all 5 ROIs and the relevant DM annihilation or decay limits explicitly in App. E.
Recall that we limited our search to energies greater than 30 GeV in R3 (see Sec. III).

The limits presented do not include systematic errors. As stated in Sec. VIB the uncertainties of the exposure
( |�E/E| < 0.16 ) and the energy dispersion modeling ( �nsig/nsig = +0.06

�0.12 ) contribute negligibly to the limits when
considered in quadrature with the statistical uncertainties. On the other hand, the inferred uncertainties of �f from
Tab. IV can become significantly larger than the statistical uncertainties at lower energies and for the larger ROIs.
In fact, the uncertainty of �f from Tab. IV equals the expected statistical uncertainty at 10 GeV (for R16 and R41),
30 GeV (for R90) and 70 GeV (for R180). Empirically, the limits presented in Figs. 9 and 10 generally lie within
the expected statistical variations, indicating that the systematic uncertainties are not dominating the statistical
uncertainties.
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FIG. 11. Fits for a line near 130 GeV in R3: (a) at 130 GeV in the P7CLEAN data using the 1D energy dispersion model
(see Sec. IV); (b) at 133 GeV in the P7REP CLEAN data again using the 1D model; (c) same as (b), but using the 2D energy
dispersion model (see Sec. IV). Note that these fits were unbinned; the binning here is for visualization purposes, and also that
the x-axis binning in (a) is o↵set by 3 GeV relative to (b) and (c).

1. The Earth Limb

Figure 15 shows the fit using our 2D energy dispersion model (see Sec. IV) at 133 GeV to the Limb data, which
indicates a 2.0� excess. We calculated the fractional size of the signal using Eq. (13) to be f(133 GeV)Limb =
0.14 ± 0.07. The gamma-ray spectrum of the Limb is expected to be featureless. Therefore, the appearance of a
line-like feature in the Limb at the same energy as the feature seen in the GC suggests that some of the 133 GeV GC
feature may be due to a systematic e↵ect. We do note that the fractional size of the feature in the Limb is smaller

Using 2-D point spread 
function, highest significance is 3.3 

sigma.

Nothing stands out 
globally.

G A L A C T I C  C E N T E R
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FIG. 15. Fit at 133 GeV line to the Limb data (P7REP CLEAN) using the 2D energy dispersion model.
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FIG. 16. Measurement of the P7REP TRANSIENT-to-P7REP CLEAN e�ciency using the Limb control sample: (a) the distribution
of ✓z for all events in the P7REP TRANSIENT and P7REP CLEAN Limb samples for 2.6 GeV < E0 < 541 GeV. including signal and
background regions; (b) the P7REP TRANSIENT-to-P7REP CLEAN e�ciency for Limb data and MC. MC has been weighted to have
the same livetime distribution with ✓ as the Limb data.

2. The Inverse ROI

We define the inverse ROI A to be events with |b| < 10�, excluding a 20� ⇥ 20� square in the GC in the Celestial
dataset. In addition to A, we also examined inverse ROIs B and C, which are subsets of inverse ROI A with |b| > 1�

and |b| < 1� respectively. Figure 17 shows the results of fits for lines at 133 GeV in the three inverse ROI regions.
Regions A, B, and C show no indication of a line-like feature at 133 GeV with slocal > 1.1�. We also scanned using
20� ⇥ 20� ROIs along the Galactic plane resulting in 17 independent fits. Figure 17 (d) shows the results from the
fit at 133 GeV with the greatest statistical significance, where slocal = 2.0�. Thus we find no clear indication for a
133 GeV line feature in these inverse ROI control datasets.

D. Examination of the events contributing the 133 GeV feature

We have examined many aspects of the events contributing to the 133 GeV feature, and compared them to events
at nearby energies as well as with MC simulations. Within the limited statistics available, the events contributing to
the 133 GeV feature exhibit few particularly striking characteristics. The two most notable features are:

1. The consistency between the reconstructed direction as estimated by the tracker (TKR) and the primary axis
of the energy deposition in the CAL is somewhat worse in the flight data than in the MC simulations (Fig. 18).
The disagreement was even greater before reprocessing the data with updated CAL calibration constants. This

and not completely absent in 
limb data.

decreasing in significance,

signal-like

bkg-like
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FIG. 11. Fits for a line near 130 GeV in R3: (a) at 130 GeV in the P7CLEAN data using the 1D energy dispersion model
(see Sec. IV); (b) at 133 GeV in the P7REP CLEAN data again using the 1D model; (c) same as (b), but using the 2D energy
dispersion model (see Sec. IV). Note that these fits were unbinned; the binning here is for visualization purposes, and also that
the x-axis binning in (a) is o↵set by 3 GeV relative to (b) and (c).

1. The Earth Limb

Figure 15 shows the fit using our 2D energy dispersion model (see Sec. IV) at 133 GeV to the Limb data, which
indicates a 2.0� excess. We calculated the fractional size of the signal using Eq. (13) to be f(133 GeV)Limb =
0.14 ± 0.07. The gamma-ray spectrum of the Limb is expected to be featureless. Therefore, the appearance of a
line-like feature in the Limb at the same energy as the feature seen in the GC suggests that some of the 133 GeV GC
feature may be due to a systematic e↵ect. We do note that the fractional size of the feature in the Limb is smaller

However, more narrow than 
PSF,

G A L A C T I C  C E N T E R

Weniger et al. (2013)
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Evidence for dark matter from galaxy clusters 5
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Figure 1. Correlation between the estimated number of signal photons and the J-factors of galaxy clusters.
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Figure 2. Measured �-ray spectra for fixed R = 5�, 6� regions around the 18 galaxy clusters as functions of photon energy (red solid
curve). The purple dashed line shows a fit to the background together with its 95% CL error band. The blue dashed curve shows the
reduced signal from Galactic centre for comparison.
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Figure 2. Measured �-ray spectra for fixed R = 5�, 6� regions around the 18 galaxy clusters as functions of photon energy (red solid
curve). The purple dashed line shows a fit to the background together with its 95% CL error band. The blue dashed curve shows the
reduced signal from Galactic centre for comparison.

• claim for 3.6 sigma detection 
in 18 cluster set 

• Fermi follow-up joint-
likelihood analysis should be 
sensitive, results very soon

G A L A X Y  C L U S T E R S
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Syst uncertainty

Stat uncertainty

3.7 year simulation

• look from 0.1 to 10 GeV.  possible gravitino 
decay 

• here we are systematics-dominated (CR 
contamination, point sources & complex 
background, effective area . . .) 

• use off-regions to calibrate sensitivity 

• dramatic effect: 9.2 sigma -> 0.2 

L O W  E N E R G Y

A. Albert, 2014
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(Bullock, Geha, Powell)

30 kpc

Dwarf Spheroidal Satellite Galaxies

!3

The Milky Way is 
surrounded by small 
satellite galaxies

D. Malin

Fornax

Segue 1

M. Geha

Close to Earth  
(25 kpc to 250 kpc)

Luminosities range 
from 107 L⊙ to 103 L⊙

Astrophysically 
inactive

Most dark matter 
dominated objects 
known
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18 dwarf galaxies have 
well-determined J-factors.

• j-factors derived from nested 
bayesian analysis of velocity 
dispersions 

• joint likelihood limits are very strong 

• largest excess has TS=8.7 for 25 
GeV b-bbar

Alex Drlica-Wagner   |   UCLA DM 2014
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Expected sensitivity 
calculated from the data

300 sets of 15 
random sky 
locations

High-Galactic-
latitude (|b|>20)

>1˚ from LAT 
catalog sources

Largest excess for 25 
GeV WIMP to     , TS = 8.7 
(TS > 25 threshold)

Combine 15 dSphs

bb̄ (25GeV)

Ackermann et al. PRD 89 042001 (2014)

thermal
W H E R E  W E  S TA N D :

arXiv:1310.0828
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Finding More Dwarf Galaxies

• Assume upcoming surveys find 20 
additional dwarf galaxies. 
!

• Assume that the characteristics of these 
new galaxies are similar to those 
recently discovered by SDSS. 
– High Galactic latitude 
– Comparable J-factors and uncertainties 
!

• Combine additional dwarfs with 
continued LAT operations. 
– 10 years of LAT data taking 
– Current instrument performance 
!

• Expect sensitivity to the thermal relic 
cross section for dark matter particles 
with masses ~350 GeV 
!

• Additional improvements to the LAT 
instrument...

!18
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additional targets from 
Pan-STARRS, Southern Sky Survey, 

DES, LSST …
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Figure 4. Upper limits on the velocity averaged DM annihilation cross-section including a model of the astrophysical background compared with the limits
obtained with no modeling of the background. Upper panel: Limits on models in which DM annihilates into bb̄, for a DM distribution given by the NFW
distribution (left) and isothermal distribution (right). In the left panel we also add an uncertainty band (red dotted lines) in the 3� no-background limits which
would result from varying the local DM density ⇢0 in the range 0.2-0.7 GeV cm-3. A similar band, not shown in the plot for clarity, would be present for the
limits including a model of the astrophysical background (see discussion in the text). The horizontal line marks the thermal decoupling cross section expected
for a generic WIMP candidate. Middle panel: Upper limits for DM annihilation to µ+µ-. Lower panel: The same, for DM annihilation to ⌧+⌧-. The region
excluded by the analysis with no model of the astrophysical background is indicated in light blue, while the additional region excluded by the analysis with a
modeling of the background is indicated in light green. The regions of parameter space which provide a good fit to PAMELA Adriani et al. (2009a) (purple) and
Fermi LAT Abdo et al. (2009) (blue) CR electron and positron data are shown, as derived in Cirelli et al. (2010) and are scaled by a factor of 0.5, to account for
different assumptions on the local DM density (see text for more details).
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Figure 1. Upper panel: Spatial (left) and spectral (right) distribution of gamma rays originating from the annihilation of a 250 GeV WIMP into bb̄. The
left figure shows the expected intensity at E=10 GeV for the full sky in Galactic coordinates. A NFW profile is assumed for the DM halo and a value of
h�Avi = 4 ⇥ 10-25cm3s-1 for the DM annihilation cross section. For comparison purposes typical spectra of the astrophysical emission from ⇡0 decay and
Inverse Compton (IC) scattering are displayed in the right figure. The map also shows the boundaries of the region used to plot the average spectra of the right
panel, and which we will use for the analysis described in this work. Central panel: Same for a 250 GeV WIMP annihilating into µ+µ-. The contribution from
IC and from Final State Radiation (FSR) are shown separately in the spectrum and are superimposed in the spatial distribution. Lower panel: Spatial (left) and
spectral (right) distribution of the IC emission of an astrophysical CR source population distributed uniformly in Galactocentric radius within 1 kpc from the
Galactic Center and with a scale height of 200 pc.

lar populations and further reprocessing in the Galactic dust
(Moskalenko et al. 2006).

We use the GALPROP code (Strong et al. 2000) v54, to cal-
culate the propagation and distribution of CRs in the Galaxy.

The code is further used to create sky maps of the expected
gamma-ray emission from the interactions of the CRs with
the ISM and ISRF based on the models of the gas and radia-
tion targets described above. GALPROP approximates the CR
propagation by a diffusion process into a cylindrical diffusion

zone of half-height zh and radius Rh. CREs and nuclei are in-
jected by a parametrized distribution of CR sources. Energy
losses, production of secondary particles in interactions and
reacceleration of CRs in the ISM are taken into account (for
details see Strong et al. 2000). Several important parameters
enter the GALPROP modeling: the distribution of CR sources,
the half-height of the diffusive halo zh, the radial extent of
the halo Rh, the nucleon and electron injection spectrum, the
normalization of the diffusion coefficient D0, the rigidity de-
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Figure 1. Upper panel: Spatial (left) and spectral (right) distribution of gamma rays originating from the annihilation of a 250 GeV WIMP into bb̄. The
left figure shows the expected intensity at E=10 GeV for the full sky in Galactic coordinates. A NFW profile is assumed for the DM halo and a value of
h�Avi = 4 ⇥ 10-25cm3s-1 for the DM annihilation cross section. For comparison purposes typical spectra of the astrophysical emission from ⇡0 decay and
Inverse Compton (IC) scattering are displayed in the right figure. The map also shows the boundaries of the region used to plot the average spectra of the right
panel, and which we will use for the analysis described in this work. Central panel: Same for a 250 GeV WIMP annihilating into µ+µ-. The contribution from
IC and from Final State Radiation (FSR) are shown separately in the spectrum and are superimposed in the spatial distribution. Lower panel: Spatial (left) and
spectral (right) distribution of the IC emission of an astrophysical CR source population distributed uniformly in Galactocentric radius within 1 kpc from the
Galactic Center and with a scale height of 200 pc.

lar populations and further reprocessing in the Galactic dust
(Moskalenko et al. 2006).

We use the GALPROP code (Strong et al. 2000) v54, to cal-
culate the propagation and distribution of CRs in the Galaxy.

The code is further used to create sky maps of the expected
gamma-ray emission from the interactions of the CRs with
the ISM and ISRF based on the models of the gas and radia-
tion targets described above. GALPROP approximates the CR
propagation by a diffusion process into a cylindrical diffusion

zone of half-height zh and radius Rh. CREs and nuclei are in-
jected by a parametrized distribution of CR sources. Energy
losses, production of secondary particles in interactions and
reacceleration of CRs in the ISM are taken into account (for
details see Strong et al. 2000). Several important parameters
enter the GALPROP modeling: the distribution of CR sources,
the half-height of the diffusive halo zh, the radial extent of
the halo Rh, the nucleon and electron injection spectrum, the
normalization of the diffusion coefficient D0, the rigidity de-

Select regions with strong 
signal but avoid modelling what 

we don't understand.

We are now talking about 
small perturbative signal.

As before, no modelling is 
most robust.

arXiv:1205.6474
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• expect many dark subhalos to exist beyond n-body resolution. 

• search for unassociated, time-invariant, extended, hard spectrum sources. 

• no real candidates so far . . . but catalogues are never complete!
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Figure 1. Distribution of satellite mass and distance for the original VL-II satellites (black) and the extrapolation to low-mass satellites (red). Lower J-factors reside in
the upper left while higher J-factors lie to the lower right. Contours of constant J-factor (J ∝ M0.81/D2) run from the upper right to the lower left. One such contour
is shown for the Draco dwarf spheroidal galaxy assuming a mass of 108 M⊙ at a distance of 80 kpc. Satellites lying in the hatched region above this line have lower
J-factors than that of Draco.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

with V0 = 10−1.20±0.05 km s−1, β = 0.30 ± 0.01, and a log-
normal scatter of σVmax = 0.063 km s−1. Additionally, we found
that

RVmax = R0

!
Mtidal

M⊙

"δ

(9)

with R0 = 10−3.1±0.4 kpc, δ = 0.39 ± 0.02, and a log-normal
scatter of σRVmax

= 0.136 kpc. Using these relationships, we
randomly generated low-mass satellites consistent with the
VL-II simulation down to a tidal mass of 1 M⊙.

2.3. Comparison to Optical Satellites

The VL-II simulation, extrapolated as described above, pro-
vides a theoretical model for the population of Milky Way dark
matter satellites from 1010 M⊙ to 1 M⊙. A simple estimate of the
detectable fraction of these dark matter satellites can be obtained
from the 11-month limits on the WIMP annihilation flux from
dwarf spheroidals (Abdo et al. 2010e). No γ -ray signal was de-
tected and the strongest limits on the annihilation cross section
result from the analysis of the Draco dwarf spheroidal, which
has a J-factor (integrated over the solid angle of a cone with
radius 0.◦5) of ∼1019 GeV2 cm−5. The central mass of Draco is
well known from stellar kinematics (Strigari et al. 2008; Walker
et al. 2009; Wolf et al. 2010); however, the total dark matter
mass for Draco is less certain due to the lack of kinematic mea-
surements in the outer regions of the halo. A conservative lower
bound on the total dark matter halo mass of Draco was taken
to be 108 M⊙. Based on this lower bound, we determined what
fraction of the satellites have a larger detection potential than
Draco, i.e., what fraction of satellites have a J-factor greater
than that of Draco.

For an NFW profile, the J-factor is roughly described by

J ∝ r3
s ρ2

s

D2
∝ M0.81

D2
. (10)

using the relationships that rs ∝ M0.39 (from Equations (6)
and (9)) and ρs ∝ M−0.18 (from Equations (6)–(8)).
Equation (10) makes it possible to compare the relative astro-
physical contribution to the γ -ray flux for different halos based

on their tidal mass and distance from Earth (Figure 1). The
choice of particle physics annihilation model merely scales all
satellites by the same constant factor.

Figure 1 serves as a guide for evaluating the detectability
of low-mass satellites. While the total number of satellites
increases with decreasing mass, the J-factors of these low-mass
satellites tend to decrease. This means that low-mass satellites,
while dominating the local volume in number, are a subdominant
contributor to the γ -ray flux at the Earth. Using the procedure
discussed in Section 5, we verify that extending the VL-II
mass function to low mass has a minimal effect (<5%) when
setting upper limits on ⟨σv⟩; consequently, we do not consider
these satellites in our primary analysis. For low-mass satellites
to dominate the γ -ray signal, a mechanism must be invoked
to either increase the concentration for low-mass satellites or
decrease the slope of the mass function. Of course, the above
statements do not preclude the possibility that there could be a
low-mass satellite with a high J-factor very near to the Earth.

In the context of the CDM theory, several dark satellite
galaxies with no associated optical emission could be detectable
by the LAT. In addition to motivating our satellite search,
Figure 1 allowed us to narrow our focus to those satellites with
the best prospects for detection. Using Equation (10), we omitted
satellites with J-factors more than an order of magnitude less
than the lower bound on the J-factor for Draco. This greatly
reduced the number of satellites for which the full line-of-sight
integral in Equation (2) was calculated.

3. METHODS

In this section, we review the tests applied to LAT sources
lacking associations in other wavelengths to determine if any
are consistent with dark matter satellites. First, we summarize
our data set and give an overview of an independent search for
LAT sources without spectral assumptions. Then, we define a
procedure for selecting candidate dark matter satellites using
the likelihood ratio test to evaluate the spatial extension and
spectral shape of each source. The ability of the LAT to detect
spatial extension and spectral shape depends on source flux
and spectral hardness. Extensive Monte Carlo simulations were

4

ApJ 747:121 (2012) 
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Direct Cosmic Ray Electron measurementsDirect Cosmic Ray Electron measurements

PRL102 (2009) - PRD 82 (2010)

• Challenging and creative use of a γγγγ-ray telescope
– Develop new e+e- event selection
– Same event reconstruction
– Earth’s magnetic field (no onboard mag.)

• Surprising results with independent 
confirmations

– Hard inclusive (e+e-) spectrum
– Rise in position fraction above ~10 GeV
– Leptophillic DM ?

• Requires large <σv>ann to explain excess 
• Antiproton fraction does not rise; need to 

suppress hadronic modes
11/5/2013 Andrea Albert (SLAC)

PRL108 (2012) - PRL110 (2013)
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50 GeV, indicating a predominantly decreasing positron
fraction with increasing energy. However, a small excess
in the positron fraction above ≈ 7 GeV was detected by
HEAT and also seen in CAPRICE data, as well as by
AMS-01 [14]. Recently, the PAMELA instrument has
measured a positron fraction that increases with energy
above ∼10 GeV [15, 16] with high precision, confirming
the indications seen in the earlier data.
The best established mechanism for producing CR

positrons is secondary production: CR nuclei interact
inelastically with interstellar gas, producing charged pi-
ons that decay to positrons, electrons, and neutrinos.
However, this process results in a positron fraction that
decreases with energy [4, 17]. The origin of the rising
positron fraction at high energy is unknown and has been
ascribed to a variety of mechanisms including pulsars,
CRs interacting with giant molecular clouds, and dark
matter. See [18, 19] for recent reviews.
The Large Area Telescope (LAT) is a pair-conversion

gamma-ray telescope onboard the Fermi Gamma-ray
Space Telescope satellite. It has been used to measure
the combined CR electron and positron spectrum from
7 GeV to 1 TeV [20, 21]. The LAT does not have a mag-
net for charge separation. However, as pioneered by [22]
and [23], the geomagnetic field can also be used to sepa-
rate the two species without an onboard magnet. Müller
and Tang [23] used the difference in geomagnetic cut-
off for positrons and electrons from the east and west
to determine the positron fraction between 10 GeV and
20 GeV. As reported below, we used the shadow im-
posed by the Earth and its offset direction for electrons
and positrons due to the geomagnetic field, to separately
measure the spectra of CR electrons and positrons from
20 GeV to 200 GeV. In this energy range, the 68% con-
tainment radius of the LAT point-spread function is 0.1◦

or better and the energy resolution is 8% or better.
Region selection and exposure calculation. The Earth’s

magnetic field significantly affects the CR distribution in
near-Earth space. At energies below ∼10 GeV, a signifi-
cant fraction of the incoming particles are deflected back
to interplanetary space by the magnetic field (“geomag-
netic cutoff”). The exact value of the geomagnetic cutoff
rigidity depends on the detector position and viewing
angle. In addition to the geomagnetic cutoff effect, the
Earth blocks trajectories for particles of certain rigidities
and directions while allowing other trajectories. This re-
sults in a different rate of CRs from the east than the
west (the “east-west effect”) [24–26].
Figure 1 shows example trajectories for electrons and

positrons. Positive charges propagating toward the east
are curved outward, while negative charges are curved
inward toward the Earth (Figure 1). This results in a
region of particle directions from which positrons can ar-
rive, while electrons are blocked by the Earth. At each
particle rigidity there is a region to the west from which
positrons are allowed and electrons are forbidden. There
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FIG. 1: Examples of calculated electron (red) and positron
(blue) trajectories arriving at the detector, for 28 GeV parti-
cles arriving within the Equatorial plane (viewed from the
North pole). Forbidden trajectories are solid and allowed
trajectories are dashed. Inset: the three selection regions
(electron-only, positron-only, and both-allowed) for the same
particle energy and spacecraft position as the trajectory traces
(viewed from the instrument position in the Equatorial plane).

is a corresponding region to the east from which electrons
are allowed and positrons are forbidden. The precise size
and shape of these regions depend on the particle rigidity
and instrument location.

We used a high-precision geomagnetic field model (the
2010 epoch of the 11th version of the International Ge-
omagnetic Reference Field [27]) and a publicly available
code [28] to trace charged particle trajectories in the mag-
netic field and determine allowed vs. forbidden regions
for each species. We previously used the same magnetic
field model and tracer code to perform a precise compar-
ison between predicted and measured geomagnetic cutoff
rigidities for the Fermi LAT orbit, finding that the tracer
code accurately predicts the geographical distribution of
the geomagnetic cutoff [29]. We used a static 2010 model
for all of the data analyzed here, which were recorded be-
tween June 2008 through April 2011.

Each particle trajectory is traced backward from the
spacecraft until it reaches 20 Earth radii from the Earth
center or reaches the Earth’s atmosphere, which we ap-
proximate with a 60 km thickness (Figure 1). If the tra-
jectory reaches 20 Earth radii, it is an allowed trajec-
tory. If it reaches the atmosphere, it is a forbidden tra-
jectory. We calculate electron-only, positron-only, and
both-allowed (control) regions for each 30 s time step us-
ing the instantaneous spacecraft latitude and longitude
and the nominal orbital altitude of 565 km. The regions
are determined for each energy bin, with 10 logarithmi-
cally spaced energy bins spanning 20–200 GeV. The 30 s
time step (in which the spacecraft travels ∼ 2◦ longitude)
is sufficient to achieve a finely sampled distribution of

• possible nearby source?  pulsar(s)?  secondaries?  DM?

Use Earth’s b-field to 
distinguish incoming charge.

Rising fraction confirmed by 
AMS-02.
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The transformation between the CM angle and lab angle
is given by [37]

!

!

!

!

d cos θcm
d cos θlab

!

!

!

!

=
[γ2

cl(α+ cos θcm)2 + sin2 θcm]3/2

|γcl(1 + α cos θcm)|
, (25)

with γcl = γ(βcl) and α = βcl/βjc. The lab and detector
angles are related by

θlab = θdet + sin−1

"

R sin θdet
r

#

, (26)

which gives

d cos θlab
d cos θdet

=
(|D⊙ −R cos(θdet)|+R cos(θdet))2

r|D⊙ −R cos(θdet)|
. (27)

The delta function in Eq. 21 enforces that the energy
observed at the detector is equal to the energy of the
emitted e± boosted to the lab frame,

E(θcm) =
1

2
γclmφ(1 + βcl cos θcm). (28)

Note that because the energy in the lab frame depends
only on θcm, and because θlab is determined by θcm,
fixing Edet corresponds to selecting only CREs emitted
at the corresponding θlab. For a specified θdet, the θlab of
particles observed along the line-of-sight R varies, hence
the observed energy of CREs emitted from a point along
the line-of-sight is a function of R, i.e., Edet(R). We
rewrite the delta function in Eq. 21 as the composition

δ(Edet − E(R)) =
δ(R −R0)

dE

dR
(R0)

(29)

and then perform the integration over R. The parameter
R0 is the value of R along the line-of-sight in the direction
θdet where θlab takes the value required to generate CREs
with a given Edet.
We evaluate the CRE flux within a ROI of 30◦ centered

on the Sun, and fix the value of mφ = 1GeV. We
calculate limits for three values of the decay length
L = 5AU, 1AU, and 0.1AU. Decreasing L increases
the observed CRE flux by condensing the region within
which most φ decay. However, we emphasize that even
for as large a decay length as L = 5AU, the signal
in the energy range used in this analysis is strongly
peaked in the direction of the Sun and extends only a
few degrees at most. Since the φ in this scenario are
relativistic, in the lab frame the emitted e± are boosted
along the direction the φ is moving, and so only φ exiting
the Sun very close to the direction of the detector will
produce decay products with large enough θlab to reach
the detector. In particular, for the e± to have sufficient
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FIG. 6: Constraints on DM annihilation to e+e− via an
intermediate state, from solar CRE flux upper limits. Solar
capture of DM is assumed to take place via spin-independent
scattering. The constraints obtained for three values of the
decay length L of the intermediate state are shown. Models
above the curves exceed the solar CRE flux upper limit at
95% CL for a 30◦ ROI centered on the Sun.
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FIG. 7: Constraints on DM parameters for annihilation to
e+e− via an intermediate state as in Fig. 6, except assuming
solar capture by spin-dependent scattering.

energy to fall within the energy range of this analysis,
a significant fraction of the φ energy must be deposited
into the e± that reach the detector. This only occurs
for e± emitted with very small θlab. This also leads
to an energy dependence of the angular signal: for a
given DM scenario, the angular extent of the flux at
high energies is smaller than at lower energies. We note
that decreasing mφ for a fixed mχ narrows the angular
extent of the signal, and therefore has little impact on our
results. We confirmed that for mφ as large as 10GeV,
the cross-section limits vary negligibly except for a slight
weakening of the limit at the lowest end of the mχ range
considered here.
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The transformation between the CM angle and lab angle
is given by [37]

!

!

!

!

d cos θcm
d cos θlab

!

!

!

!

=
[γ2

cl(α+ cos θcm)2 + sin2 θcm]3/2

|γcl(1 + α cos θcm)|
, (25)

with γcl = γ(βcl) and α = βcl/βjc. The lab and detector
angles are related by

θlab = θdet + sin−1

"

R sin θdet
r

#

, (26)

which gives

d cos θlab
d cos θdet

=
(|D⊙ −R cos(θdet)|+R cos(θdet))2

r|D⊙ −R cos(θdet)|
. (27)

The delta function in Eq. 21 enforces that the energy
observed at the detector is equal to the energy of the
emitted e± boosted to the lab frame,

E(θcm) =
1

2
γclmφ(1 + βcl cos θcm). (28)

Note that because the energy in the lab frame depends
only on θcm, and because θlab is determined by θcm,
fixing Edet corresponds to selecting only CREs emitted
at the corresponding θlab. For a specified θdet, the θlab of
particles observed along the line-of-sight R varies, hence
the observed energy of CREs emitted from a point along
the line-of-sight is a function of R, i.e., Edet(R). We
rewrite the delta function in Eq. 21 as the composition

δ(Edet − E(R)) =
δ(R −R0)

dE

dR
(R0)

(29)

and then perform the integration over R. The parameter
R0 is the value of R along the line-of-sight in the direction
θdet where θlab takes the value required to generate CREs
with a given Edet.
We evaluate the CRE flux within a ROI of 30◦ centered

on the Sun, and fix the value of mφ = 1GeV. We
calculate limits for three values of the decay length
L = 5AU, 1AU, and 0.1AU. Decreasing L increases
the observed CRE flux by condensing the region within
which most φ decay. However, we emphasize that even
for as large a decay length as L = 5AU, the signal
in the energy range used in this analysis is strongly
peaked in the direction of the Sun and extends only a
few degrees at most. Since the φ in this scenario are
relativistic, in the lab frame the emitted e± are boosted
along the direction the φ is moving, and so only φ exiting
the Sun very close to the direction of the detector will
produce decay products with large enough θlab to reach
the detector. In particular, for the e± to have sufficient
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FIG. 6: Constraints on DM annihilation to e+e− via an
intermediate state, from solar CRE flux upper limits. Solar
capture of DM is assumed to take place via spin-independent
scattering. The constraints obtained for three values of the
decay length L of the intermediate state are shown. Models
above the curves exceed the solar CRE flux upper limit at
95% CL for a 30◦ ROI centered on the Sun.
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FIG. 7: Constraints on DM parameters for annihilation to
e+e− via an intermediate state as in Fig. 6, except assuming
solar capture by spin-dependent scattering.

energy to fall within the energy range of this analysis,
a significant fraction of the φ energy must be deposited
into the e± that reach the detector. This only occurs
for e± emitted with very small θlab. This also leads
to an energy dependence of the angular signal: for a
given DM scenario, the angular extent of the flux at
high energies is smaller than at lower energies. We note
that decreasing mφ for a fixed mχ narrows the angular
extent of the signal, and therefore has little impact on our
results. We confirmed that for mφ as large as 10GeV,
the cross-section limits vary negligibly except for a slight
weakening of the limit at the lowest end of the mχ range
considered here.

Electrons from the SunElectrons from the Sun

• Combination of direct and indirect detection 
mechanisms

– WIMP-nucleon scattering leads to WIMP 
capture by the Sun

– WIMP-WIMP annihilation leads to the 
production of cosmic rays

• DM capture and annihilation through an 
intermediate state

e+

e-
χχχχχχχχ
χχχχχχχχ

– WIMP accretion rate determined by scattering 
cross section

– Annihilation through an intermediate particle 
that can travel out of the Sun and decay into 
cosmic rays

• Inelastic DM
– WIMP accretion via inelastic scattering 

(maintain large orbits)
– Annihilation directly into cosmic-ray electrons 

in the solar neighborhood

Andrea Albert (SLAC)11/5/2013

e+

e-
χχχχχχχχ
χχχχχχχχ

50

• WIMPS can scatter directly to get stuck 
in the sun’s potential well 

• if they annihilate through a sun-
permeable intermediary, we can have 
decays that reach earth 

• use the LAT as a charged particle 
detector

DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevD.84.032007
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Prelim
inary

[e.g., De Angelis et al., 2007,2011; Mirizzi et al., 2007; Simet et al., 2008;!
Sanchez-Condé et al., 2009; Horns et al. 2012; Tavecchio et al. 2012]

• photon-axion conversions protect 
emissions from pair production 

• introduces spectral features to 
distant AGN (Wouters & Brun, 2012) 

• ongoing work - ask Manuel Meyer
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